
Simple Rate Problems 
Speed 

speed = distance ÷ time  (relation 1) 
 

This speed relation can be written in two other ways. When you want to 
calculate distance traveled over a given time and speed, you use the relation 
  

distance = speed x time  (relation 2) 
 
When you want to calculate the time it takes to travel a distance with a given 
speed, you use the relation 
 

time = distance ÷ speed  (relation 3) 
 
Other Rates 
You use similar relations in many other situations: 
 

price of sugar per pound = dollars ÷ pounds of sugar 
rate of filling of gas tank = gallons of gas ÷ time 
rate of climb of an airplane = feet climbed ÷ time 

rate of savings in your bank account = dollars ÷ time 
rate of earning from your paper route = dollars earned ÷ months 

candle burning rate = change in length of candle ÷ time 
 
Just like the speed relation can be written in three different ways, all these 
rate relations can be written in three different ways. 
 
Two Moving Objects 
 
When the objects are people or car or an airplane we ignore the size of the 
objects. In the diagrams below, we show the objects as points without size.  
 
When the objects are trains, we cannot ignore the length of a train, because a 
train can be close to a mile long. We talk about train problems in a different 
section. 
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Two Objects are Moving in the Same Direction 
 

 
The strategy for solving these problems is to stop the slower object and 
subtract the smaller velocity from the larger velocity. 
 

same direction  � subtract smaller velocity from larger 
 
After this subtraction, the diagram changes to 
 

 
Example Problem: How long would the red object take to catch up with the 
green object? 
 

time = distance ÷ speed = 60 ÷ 20 = 3 hours 
 

Let’s take another situation. 

 
same direction  � subtract smaller velocity from larger 

 
We get the picture 



 
Example Problem: How long would the green object take to be ahead of the red 
object by 240 miles? 
 

time = distance ÷ speed = 180 ÷ 20 = 9 hours 
 

Two Objects are Moving in the Opposite Direction 

 
The strategy for solving these problems is to stop the slower object and add the 
smaller velocity to the larger velocity. 
 

opposite direction  � add smaller velocity to larger 
 
We get the picture 
 

 
Example Problem: When would the green object and red object meet? 
 

time = distance ÷ speed = 60 ÷ 60 = 1 hour 
 

    


